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A: If you take a look at the GZIP header you'll notice it's different than the ZIP one. In GZip it looks like: 00 00 OPUS
DEFLATE [78]8[45]112 [SIZE]10[00] So the only part that changes is the second word, I'll use the proper terms in this
answer. If you make that change your header you'll have a valid.zip file which the library will be able to read. Quebec
politicians have a plan to help seniors and provide a boost to the economy: Let them drive. "Our old people," Premier Philippe
Couillard told a news conference Wednesday, "they want to drive, they want to go to the neighbourhood store." The
controversial plan is embedded in a new political proposal to deal with the ongoing shortage of home and community care
workers. It's the latest move in an ongoing push from political parties to reduce reliance on expensive, vulnerable workers in an
industry beset by chronic labour shortages. The government says 4,000 home-care workers are needed in the province by 2025,
but it says it has received 30,000 applications so far. 'I would like people to take a step back' "We can't continue this beforeafter approach," Couillard said Wednesday. "We have to create a sustainable workforce and this means a professional
workforce," he said. The government is planning a $90-million program that provides new, more professional home-care
workers as an alternative to the current "before-after" model, which means workers are on-call, available to be called into an
employer's home to care for the client while they are working. "It doesn't mean the workers are less skilled — it just means they
have another full-time job," Couillard said. "It could mean you could hire different workers. "We will be hiring 4,000 more
workers in home care by 2025 but we are also going to re-skilling those workers. We need to take another step back and say,
'Let's start over.' "I would like people to take a step back and look at this from a long-term perspective." Dangerous for seniors
Public Works Minister Yves-Francois Blanchet said the biggest challenge will be how to pay for the new program and the
needed training of the new workforce.
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32bit by solidsquad Q: Simple way to check for a list in multi-threaded code I have a class that just has a list of objects. What is
a simple way to insert and delete from that list in multi-threaded code? I want something like this pseudocode: void add(some
item) { bool hasItem = checkIfListContains(items); // this is pseudocode for an iterator. if(!hasItem) { lockList items.add(item);
unlock } else { throw error } } Is there such a thing as an "atomic" list in java? A: How about some kind of wrapper? public
class AtomicList { private final List list; public AtomicList() { 3da54e8ca3
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